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A NOTE ON THE HILTON-MILNOR THEOREM 
BRAYTON GRAY 
(Received 19 MU.V 1970; revised 5 Xocember 1970) 
THE THEOREM of Hilton [I], generalized by Milnor [3] expresses the homotopy groups of a 
one point union of spaces in terms of the homotopy groups of smash products of the 
factors. This decomposition can be arrived at by induction and the formula : 
1” 
(1) R(SXvSY)-RSYxRS VXA YCi' \ i=O 1 
where yci) = ye. . A Y is the i fold smash product. Here = means weak homotopy 
equivalence. It is the purpose of this paper to give a short proof of a generalization of (1) 
which describes the genuine (not only weak) homotopy type of !2(X v Y), and in which 
X and Y need not be suspensions. 
Let us suppose now that we are in the category of compactly generated spaces and that 
all constructions are carried out in this category [7]. From now on = will always mean 
genuine homotopy-equivalence. A point * is called nondegenerate if (X, *) has the homotopy 
extension property. (This definition is a little stronger than that of [5; S. 3321.) 
THEOREM. If * = X n Y is a nondegenerate base point of X, then we have a genuine 
homotopy equivalence : 
Q(Xv Y)-RYxR(XxRY/RY). 
If further Xis a suspension and * E X n Y is a nondegenerate base point of Y, then we 
have a genuine homotopy equivalence: 
R(Xv Y)-QYxR(Xv XARY). 
Remark. It is easy to see that under the hypothesis of the theorem, * E X A (X A Q Y) 
is a non-degenerate basepoint of X A R Y, hence one may apply induction and get an infinite 
decomposition. 
Suppose further that Y = S Y’where I” is arcwise connected, has a nondegenerate base- 
point and is numerably contractible (e.g., Y’ is locally-contractible and paracompact, or 
Y’ is a suspension-see [6] for a definition). Then, according to [6]; we have a genuine 
homotopy equivalence: 
snY-SJ(Y’)- ig* S{y’}‘“. 
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COROLLARY. If Y is arcbc*ise connected. has a non-degenerate baszpoinr. and is numerabi? 
contractible, then bve hare a gemline homotopy equiralence: 
( 
3 
R(SXvSY)=RSYxRS VXA YCi) . 
i=O 1 
Proof of theorem. Consider the map X v Y + Y projecting onto the second 
F + E + Y be the standard construction converting this to a fibering (carried 
category of compactly generated spaces). 
LEMMA 1. F is homeomorphic dth the pwh out of the diagram: 
RYX x 
T 
QY-+PY. 
factor. Let 
out in the 
This is easy to see since points in Fare pairs (point in X v Y, path in Y) and these sort out 
into two classes according to whether the first coordinate is in X or Y. 
Now F/PY is homeomorphic with X x R Y/Q Y. Since * E X is nondegenerate, 
(X x QY, QY) = (X, *) x R Y has the homotopy extension property. Hence so does 
(F, PY). Thus F/PY N F and we are done with the first part if we show: 
LEMMA 2. if F + EG Y has a cross section S : Y -+ E, nS N I : 
QE-RFxQY. 
Proof. The construction of a map p : RF x R Y --f QE is easy. Now Q(Sr) - 1: RE +QE 
can be factored through RF and thus we may construct u: RE + RF x R Y. It is easy to see 
that /?a N 1 and to show c@ N 1 one only needs that the natural map zl Y -+ F is inessential. 
This follows from the existence of a cross section. 
To prove the second part, we only need show the following: 
LEMMA 3. If * E B is a rlodegenerate base point, there is a genuine homotopy equicalence. 
SAxB/txB-SAv(SA/\B). 
Proof.? Let B+ be the disjoint union of B with a new base point. Then, for any C 
CXB/*XB~CAB+ 
letting C = SA, we have: 
SAxBl*xB=SA/\B’ 
rA A (SB+) 
N A A (S’ v SB) 
= SA v SA A B. 
Here the equivalence SB + 2: S’ v SB follows directly from the 
degenerate basepoint. 
The Hilton-Milnor theorem has been generalized by Porter 
t I thank the referee for pointing out that this follows directly from [5] 
fact that B has a non- 
[4] to other subsets of 
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x, x ... x A’, and similar arguments to those given here allow one to prove strong homo- 
topy equivalence in the general case as well. 
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